
Rule Set V1.1

Welcome to the Out of Battery Dev Challenge!

This is a friendly Challenge. Good attitudes and camaraderie are required. 

Complaints can be filed with DannyMeatball and drama/unsportsmanlike conduct will not be tolerated. 
This is purely for fun.

The purpose of these events is to allow people to expand/show their CAD skills and provide the 
community with more options.

RULES

1. These are the base rules that will apply to all events.

1.1. Individual events may have additional instructions/requirments.

2. All designs must be original. Participant will be DQ’d if evidence proves otherwise.

2.1. For Remix/Texturing Challenges, the participants will be given a model to work with.

3. Item must be test printed and assembled.

3.1. Authorized/Unauthorized hardware will be listed per event, as needed.

4. Submissions must include a picture of the printed item and a screenshot/render of the model. No limitations 
on artistic photography. Make it look good, or don't.

5. Submissions will be released on the OOB Odysee for free. The designer retains all rights to the model. OOB 
will default to CC-BY license, though designers can request a specific CC license for release. Designers are free 
to also release their models independently.

5.1. Submissions must include the mesh files (STL) and the STEP files.

5.2. Models that don’t have accompanying required items will be withheld from the vote/poll and release
until said items are submitted (Ex. Assembly instructions) 

6. Each event will be limited to 8 participants. The goal is to have a mix of New/Skilled, Known/Unknown 
designers. Participants will be chosen by the OOB members to try and get a diverse group. Dependant on 
participation, individuals may not participate in consecutive events. 

7. Voting/Polling will happen on a live stream. To keep the process timely, there will be three ~5min polls. Four 
models in the first two polls; top two winners of each will goto the final poll. (We understand that's not how 
brackets work, this is all in good fun)
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Prizes:

At the moment (23 May 23) there are no prizes, monetary gains, or otherwise. We will continue to 
assess as we progress through the events.

Models:

The goal is to keep the model requirements simple; Foregrips, iron sights, etc. 

This alleviates the need for extensive documentation, safety testing, and other requirements needed for 
complex GunCad projects.

Revisions of the Rules:

The rules will be constantly assessed. Participants can ask for clarification as needed and the OOB 
members will decide on the appropriate outcome to ensure no individual participant garners an 
advantage. All clarifications/rule changes will apply to all participants. Again, this is for fun. Don't take
it too seriously.

Out of Battery Live reserves the right to change the rules at any time. Seriously though... have fun.

Enrollment:

To enroll in an event, individuals will reach out to outofbatterylive@gmail.com and provide the 
following information:

- Username/Handle
- CAD Experience Level
- Social Media Type & Handle (Optional)
- A message requesting to be in the event

An Out of Battery member will reach out to chosen participants to confirm their place in the event. 
Please respond, or another person will be chosen. 

Once confirmed, the individual will receive the event rules and be added to the participant list.

Submissions:

Participants will subit their models and all required items to outofbatterylive@gmail.com before the 
listed deadline. 

The deadline will be chosen such that Out of Battery members have time to evaluate submissions and 
identify any missing items or needed revisions.

Good Luck Everyone!
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